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Abstra t
The aim of the Albatross proje t is to study appli ations and programming environments for omputational Grids. We fo us on high performan e appli ations, running
in parallel on multiple lusters or MPPs that are onne ted by wide-area networks
(WANs). We brie y present three Grid programming environments developed in
the ontext of the Albatross proje t: the MagPIe library for olle tive ommuniation with MPI, the Repli ated Method Invo ation me hanism for Java (RepMI),
and the Java-based Satin system for running divide-and- onquer programs on Grid
platforms.
A major hallenge in investigating the performan e of su h appli ations is the
a tual WAN behavior. Typi al wide-area links are just part of the Internet and thus
shared among many appli ations, making runtime measurements irreprodu ible and
thus s ienti ally hardly valuable. To over ome this problem, we developed a WAN
emulator as part of Panda, our general-purpose ommuni ation substrate. The WAN
emulator allows us to run parallel appli ations on a single (large) parallel ma hine
with only the wide-area links being emulated. The Panda emulator is highly a urate
and on gurable at runtime. We present a ase study in whi h Satin runs a ross
various emulated WAN s enarios.
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Introdu tion

The development of omputational Grids opens up possibilities for ompletely
new types of appli ations, ranging from a ess to remote data and instruments
to distributed super omputing on geographi ally distributed resour es. Experien e with several distributed super omputing appli ations shows that this
te hnique an e e tively solve hallenging problems that annot be done with
more tradional approa hes. Examples in lude RSA-155 [1℄, SETIhome [2℄,
and Entropia [3℄. Unfortunately, these ase studies are limited to parallel appli ations that are extremely oarse-grained.
In our resear h, alled the Albatross proje t, we study whether this approa h
an be made more general by running medium-grained high-performan e appli ations on a Grid. The key problem of ourse is the low ommuni ation
performan e of the wide-area networks (WANs) in a Grid, whi h typi ally are
orders of magnitude slower than lo al inter onne ts. We believe, however, that
in pra ti e many parallel Grid appli ations will run on olle tions of lusters,
NOWs, or super omputers, rather than on individual workstations on the Internet. A olle tion of, say, lusters an be seen as a hierar hi al system with
fast lo al ommuni ation (over the LAN) and slow wide-area ommuni ation
(over the WAN). We therefore study how parallel appli ations an be optimized to run eÆ iently on hiera hi al systems. To do useful performan e
experiments, we also have built a geographi ally distributed luster system,
alled DAS, whi h onsists of four Myrinet-based lusters lo ated at di erent
universities in The Netherlands.
In the rst phase of the Albatross proje t, we have su esfully optimized many
medium-grained appli ations to run eÆ iently on a DAS-like system, showing that there is far more opportunity for distributed super omputing than
may be expe ted. Next, we have developed several programming environments
that ease the development parallel Grid appli ations. Ea h environment takes
the hierar hi al stru ture of the Grid into a ount and optimizes ertain aspe ts: MagPIe (an MPI library) optimizes olle tive ommuni ation, RepMI
(a Java extension) supports obje t repli ation on Grids, and Satin is a Javaentri divide-and- onquer system that optimizes load balan ing. In the paper,
we summarize these three programming environments brie y. Finally, we des ribe new resear h that aims at a methologi al performan e evaluation of
parallel appli ations and programming systems on a Grid. The key idea is the
development of a testbed that emulates a Grid on a single large luster and
supports various user-de ned performan e s enarios for the wide-area links of
the emulated Grid. We give a detailed performan e evaluation of several load
leyraudens-lyon.fr (Lionel Eyraud), rutger s.vu.nl (Rutger Hofman),
versto s.vu.nl (Kees Verstoep).
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balan ing algorithms in Satin using this testbed.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Se tion 2 we des ribe the DAS
system and the three programming environments MagPIe, RepMI, and Satin.
In Se tion 3 we des ribe the Panda wide-area emulator. In Se tion 4 we present
the ase study for the Satin load balan ing algorithms. Finally, Se tion 5
dis usses related work and Se tion 6 on ludes.

2

The Albatross Grid Programming Environments

The Albatross proje t started by investigating the behavior of medium-grained
parallel appli ations, running on multiple luster omputers that are onne ted
by wide-area links [4{6℄. Our experimentation platform is the Distributed
ASCI Super omputer (DAS), as shown in Fig. 1. It onsists of Myrinet-based
luster omputers lo ated at four Dut h universities that parti ipate in the
ASCI resear h s hool. 1 Ea h DAS ompute node is a 200 MHz Pentium-Pro,
running RedHat Linux. By the end of 2001, a follow-up system, alled DAS2, will be operational. DAS-2 will onsist of ve Myrinet-based lusters with
dual Pentium-III nodes, enabling us to investigate the behavior of parallel
appli ations on multiple lusters of SMPs.
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Fig. 1. The wide-area DAS system

The ndings from [4{6℄ indi ate that parallel appli ations that have been
written for homogeneous systems (like a single luster omputer) do not run
eÆ iently on multi- luster systems with hiera hi al network inter onne ts.
The ASCI resear h s hool is unrelated to, and ame into existen e before, the
A elerated Strategi Computing Initiative.
1
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However, most appli ations an be rewritten in order to tolerate the high
laten y and the low bandwidth of the WAN links. High WAN laten y an be
tolerated by overlapping omputation with asyn hronous ommuni ation. Low
WAN bandwidth an be tolerated by redu ing ommuni ation overhead, both
by avoiding redundant ommuni ation between lusters and by ombining
several short messages into longer ones that an be pro essed more eÆ iently.
However, su h appli ations an not run eÆ iently on multi- luster systems
that either inherently require high inter- luster bandwidth or that rely on
frequent syn hronization between pro esses. In the latter ase, the high WAN
laten y auses the performan e problems.
Our manual modi ations to the appli ation sour e ode were e e tive but
also in reased ode omplexity. In an ideal ase, the multi- luster aspe ts of
ommuni ation should be separated from the appli ation-spe i parts of the
sour e ode. For this purpose, we developed the Grid programming environments presented in the following subse tions.

2.1

MagPIe

The olle tive ommuni ation operations as de ned by the MPI standard [7℄
des ribe an important set of ommuni ation patterns o uring between groups
of pro esses. Frequently used examples are the broad ast, barrier, and redu e
operations. Our MagPIe library [8,9℄ implements MPI's olle tive operations
with optimizations for wide area systems (Grids). Existing parallel MPI appliations an be run on Grid platforms using MagPIe by relinking the programs
with our library. No hange in appli ation ode is ne essary. MagPIe is independent of the underlying MPI platform. MagPIe has a simple API through
whi h the underlying Grid omputing platform (Panda, in our ase) provides
the information about the number of lusters in use, and whi h pro ess is
lo ated in whi h luster.
MagPIe's basi idea is to adapt MPI's olle tive algorithms to the hierar hi al
shape of Grid-based systems. Our hierar hi al olle tive algorithms speed up
olle tive ompletion time by redu ing the utilization of the slow wide-area
links to the ne essary minimum. For this purpose, MagPIe ensures that ea h
sender-re eiver path ontains at most one wide-area link and that ea h data
item is sent at most on e to ea h re eiving luster. We have shown in [8,9℄ that
MagPIe signi antly redu es the ompletion times of individual olle tive operations as well as that of parallel appli ations, ompared to Grid-unaware olle tive algorithms. A tual performan e improvements depend on the number
of lusters and on WAN laten y/bandwidth. With long messages, wide-area
bandwidth needs to be utilized arefully. MagPIe a hieves this by splitting
long messages into small segments whi h an be sent in parallel over multiple
4

wide-area links.
2.2

RepMI

Our work in [4℄ investigated the use of Java RMI for running parallel appli ations on Grid platforms. We found that manually optimized Java appli ations
an indeed run eÆ iently on a Grid platform, at the pri e of using RMI in
a style resembling \message passing." Sharing obje ts using RMI, however,
leads to prohibitive performan e penalties.
An important observation is that many shared obje ts have a very high ratio
of read to write operations. Using obje t repli ation an help solving the performan e problems for su h obje ts. For this purpose, we have delevoped the
Repli ated Method Invo ation me hanism (RepMI) [10℄. RepMI is a ompilerbased approa h for obje t repli ation in Java that is designed to resemble a
Remote Method Invo ation. Our model does not allow arbitrarily omplex
obje t graphs to be repli ated, but deliberately imposes restri tions to obtain a lear programming model and high performan e. Brie y, our model
allows the programmer to de ne losed groups of obje ts, alled louds, that
are repli ated as a whole. A loud has a single entry point, alled the root
obje t, on whi h its methods are invoked. The ompiler and runtime system
together determine whi h methods will only read (but not modify) the obje t
loud; su h read-only methods are exe uted lo ally, without any ommuni ation. Methods that modify any data in the loud are broad ast and applied
to all repli as. RepMI implements a MagPIe-like broad ast operation for Grid
environments. The semanti s of su h repli ated method invo ations are similar
to those of RMI. We have implemented RepMI in the Manta high-performan e
Java system [11℄.
2.3

Satin

Satin's programming model is an extension of the single-threaded Java model.
To a hieve parallel exe ution, Satin programs do not have to use Java's threads
or Remote Method Invo ations (RMI). Instead, they use the mu h simpler
divide-and- onquer primitives. Satin does allow the ombination of its divideand- onquer primitives with Java threads and RMIs. Additionally, Satin provides shared obje ts via RepMI.
We augmented the Java language with three keywords, mu h as in the Cilk [12℄
system: spawn, syn , and satin. The satin modi er is pla ed in front of a
method de laration. It indi ates that the method may be spawned. The spawn
keyword is pla ed in front of a method invo ation to indi ate possibly paral5

lel exe ution. We all this a spawned method invo ation. Con eptually, a new
thread is started for running the method upon invo ation. Satin's implementation, however, eliminates thread reation altogether. A spawned method invo ation is put into a lo al work queue. From the queue, the method might be
transferred to a di erent CPU where it may run on urrently with the method
that exe uted the spawn. The syn operation waits until all spawned alls
in the urrent method invo ation are nished; the return values of spawned
method invo ations are unde ned until a syn is rea hed. A detailed des ription of Satin's implementation an be found in [14℄.
Spawned method invo ations are distributed a ross the pro essors of a parallel Satin program by work stealing from the work queues mentioned above.
In [15℄, we presented a new work stealing algorithm, Cluster-aware Random
Stealing (CRS), spe i ally designed for luster-based, wide-area (Grid omputing) systems. In Se tion 4, we will present a ase study with Satin running
a ross a variety of emulated wide-area network s enarios. We run four parallel
appli ations, for ea h omparing the following three work stealing algorithms.
A detailed des ription of Satin's wide-area work stealing an be found in [15℄.
RS attempts to steal a job from a randomly sele ted peer when a pro essor nds its own work queue empty, repeating
steal attempts until it su eeds [12,13℄. This approa h minimizes ommuniation overhead at the expense of idle time. No ommuni ation is performed
until a node be omes idle, but then it has to wait for a new job to arrive. On
a single- luster system, RS is the best performing load-balan ing algorithm.
On wide-area systems, however, this is not the ase. With C lusters, on
average (C 1)=C  100% of all steal requests will go to nodes in remote
lusters, ausing signi ant wide-area ommuni ation overheads.
Cluster-Hierar hi al Stealing (CHS) CHS has been proposed for load
balan ing divide-and- onquer appli ations in wide-area systems [16,17℄. CHS
minimizes wide-area ommuni ation. The idea is to arrange pro essors in a
tree topology, and to send steal messages along the edges of the tree. When
a node is idle, it rst asks its hild nodes for work. If the hildren are also
idle, steal messages will re ursively des end the tree. Only when the entire
subtree is idle, messages will be sent upwards in the tree (e.g., a ross WAN
links), asking parent nodes for work. CHS has the drawba k that all nodes
of a luster have to be ome idle before wide-area steal attempts are started.
During the round-trip time of the steal message, the entire luster remains
idle.
Cluster-aware Random Stealing (CRS) In CRS, ea h node an dire tly
steal jobs from nodes in remote lusters, but at most one job at a time.
Whenever a node be omes idle, it rst attempts to steal from a node in a
remote luster. This wide-area steal request is sent asyn hronously: Instead
of waiting for the result, the thief simply sets a ag and performs additional,
syn hronous steal requests to randomly sele ted nodes within its own lus-

Random Stealing (RS)
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ter, until it nds a new job. As long as the ag is set, only lo al stealing
will be performed. The handler routine for the wide-area reply simply resets
the ag and, if the request was su essful, puts the new job into the work
queue. CRS ombines the advantages of RS inside a luster with a very
limited amount of asyn hronous wide-area ommuni ation. In Se tion 4 we
will show that CRS performs almost as good as with a single, large luster,
even in extreme wide-area network settings.
3

The Panda Wide-area Network Emulator

On the Distributed ASCI Super omputer (DAS) system, parallel programming environments run on top of our Panda ommuni ation library [18℄. For
MPI-style message passing, we ported the MPICH library [19℄ to run on top
of Panda. Both RepMI and Satin use our Manta high-performan e Java system [11℄, whi h also ommuni ates via Panda.
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Panda provides an eÆ ient portability layer for parallel appli ations and runtime systems. Its lower, system-level modules provide threads and ommuni ation primitives. Panda's interfa e modules provide higher-level ommuni ation
like message passing, remote pro edure all (RPC), and group ommuni ation.
Panda adapts itself to the underlying ommuni ation system; e.g. it implements reliable ommuni ation if the underlying network does not guarantee
pa ket delivery. The nodes within a DAS luster ommuni ate via Myrinet [20℄,
to whi h Panda has a ess via the LFC ommuni ation substrate [21℄.

Java /
Manta

Panda

Panda

LFC

LFC
Myrinet

Fig. 2. Lo al and wide-area ommuni ation with Panda and the WAN emulator

Panda also allows to run parallel appli ations a ross multiple DAS lusters. For
this purpose, one dedi ated node in ea h luster a ts as a gateway. Whenever
an appli ation node wants to send a message to a node in a di erent luster,
it sends the message to its lo al gateway node, whi h in turn forwards it to
the gateway node of the remote luster, where the message gets forwarded to
the re eiver node. Between luster gateways, Panda ommuni ates using the
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standard TCP proto ol. This ommuni ation path is shown in Fig. 2, using
the upper, shaded path between the two lusters (on the left and on the right
sides). The Panda gateway nodes run binaries of the a tual appli ation program. During program startup, a Panda gateway enters the ode for message
forwarding rather than the appli ation's main() fun tion.
A major hallenge in investigating the performan e of parallel Grid appli ations is the a tual WAN behavior. Typi al wide-area (Internet) links are shared
among many appli ations, making runtime measurements irreprodu ible and
thus s ienti ally hardly valuable. To over ome this problem, we developed a
WAN emulator for Panda. The WAN emulator allows us to run parallel appliations on a single (large) luster with only the wide-area links being emulated.
For this purpose, Panda provides an emulator version of its gateway fun tionality. Here, ommuni ation between gateway nodes physi ally o urs inside a
single luster, in our ase using Myrinet. This ommuni ation path is shown
in Fig. 2, using the lower path between the two lusters.
The a tual emulation of WAN behavior o urs in the re eiving luster gateways whi h delay in oming messages before forwarding them to the respe tive
re eivers. On arrival of a message from a remote luster, the gateway omputes the emulated arrival time, taking into a ount the emulated laten y
and bandwidth from sending to re eiving luster, and the message length.
The message is then put into a queue and gets delivered as soon as the delay
expires. With this setup, the WAN emulation is ompletely transparent to
the appli ation pro esses, allowing realisti and simultaneously reprodu ible
wide-area experimentation.
Latency for the VU - Delft link

Bandwidth for the VU - Delft link
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900
Real measurements
Emulated
Bandwidth (Kbytes/sec)

Latency (msec)

Real measurements
Emulated
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Message size (bytes)

1

32
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1048576 33554432

Message size (bytes)

Fig. 3. Measured vs. emulated laten y and bandwidth between 2 DAS lusters (in
both dire tions)

We also investigated the pre ision of our emulator. Therefore, we measured
bandwidth and laten y between the DAS lusters using ping-pong tests with
messages of varying sizes. We then fed the measured parameters into the
emulator and re-ran our tests. Fig. 3 ompares real and emulated laten y and
bandwidth between the DAS lusters at VU (Amsterdam) and Delft University
of Te hnology (in both dire tions). In the graphs, the respe tive pairs of lines
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are hardly distinguishable, giving eviden e for the lose mat h between the
real system and its emulation. The measurements for the other wide-area
DAS links show similar behavior.
Whenever a message arrives at a gateway node, its delay time is omputed.
For making the emulation dynami ally on gurable, the delay omputation
is en apsulated in an up all routine, that is alled upon message arrival. The
gateways an be on gured at any time of an appli ation run by a tivating
one of the following kinds of up all routine. Furthermore, our emulator allows
additional, user-de ned up alls to be used.

onstant up all emulates a WAN in whi h ea h link has onstant laten y and bandwidth. However, ea h sender-re eiver pair of gateways may
have di erent link speeds.
The s ript up all is a variation of the onstant up all. Here, the gateways
interpret a on guration s ript in order to hange the setting of the link
parameters throughout the appli ation run. Fig. 4 shows a sample s ript
used for the ase study presented in Se tion 4.
The TCP up all is another variation of the onstant up all. Here, the gateways a ept ommands from a remote pro ess on a given TCP port. We have
developed a Java-based GUI pro ess that allows a human user to dynamially hange the emulated links while an appli ation is running.
The measure up all lets ea h gateway read laten y and bandwidth values
from prere orded les ontaining time series, e.g. from measurements of real
wide-area links. One of the s enarios in Se tion 4 uses the measure up all to
emulate the behavior of the real DAS system, as measured by the Network
Weather Servi e (NWS) [22℄.

The

The emulation up alls an be a tivated in two di erent ways. First, Panda
an interpret ommand line options to sele t and parameterize an up all. This
way, the emulation is ompletely transparent to the appli ation program. More
exible, although not transparent to the appli ation, is Panda's emulation API
that allows a running appli ation program to dire tly in uen e the gateway
behavior. The emulation API allows, for example, the a tivation of a userde ned up all or the ontrolled experimentation from inside the appli ation
itself.

4

A Case Study: Evaluation of Satin using various WAN S enarios

We will now present a ase study in whi h we evaluate Satin's work stealing algorithms by running four di erent appli ations a ross four emulated lusters.
We use the following nine di erent WAN s enarios of in reasing omplexity,
demonstrating the exibility of Panda's WAN emulator. Fig. 5 illustrates s e9

narios 1{8 in detail.
(1) The WAN is fully onne ted. The laten y of all links is 100 ms; but the
bandwidth di ers between the links.
(2) The WAN is fully onne ted. The bandwidth of all links is 100 KB/s; but
the laten y di ers between the links.
(3) The WAN is fully onne ted. Both laten y and bandwidth di er between
the links.
(4) Like s enario 3, but the link between lusters 1 and 4 drops every third
se ond from 100 KB/s and 100 ms to 1 KB/s and 300 ms, emulating being
busy due to unrelated, bursty network traÆ . Fig. 4 shows the emulator
s ript used for this s enario.
(5) Like s enario 3, but every se ond all links hange bandwidth and laten y
to random values between 10% and 100% of their nominal bandwidth,
and between 1 and 10 times their nominal laten y.
(6) All links have 100 ms laten y and 100 KB/s bandwidth. Unlike the previous s enarios, two WAN links are missing, ausing ongestion among the
di erent lusters.
(7) Like s enario 3, but two WAN links are missing.
(8) Like s enario 5, but two WAN links are missing.
(9) Bandwidth and laten y are taken from pre-re orded NWS measurements
of the real DAS system.
read s enario3
sleep 2000
forever
set_sym one 1 4 1000 0.3
sleep 1000
set_sym one 1 4 1000000 0.001
sleep 2000

Fig. 4. The emulator s ript for s enario 4

We used the following Satin appli ations, taken from the set presented in [15℄.
numeri ally integrates a fun tion over a given interval by re ursive interval division. This appli ation is mostly sensitive to
laten y be ause the job des riptions and results an be sent in very short
messages.
N Queens solves the problem of pla ing n queens on a n  n hess board.
This appli ation sends medium-size messages and has a very irregular task
tree.
Ray Tra er is a simple ray tra ing program. It divides a s reen down to jobs
of single pixels. The individually al ulated pixel olors are omposed into
larger image segments. This appli ation sends long result mesages, making
it sensitive to the available bandwidth.
Traveling Salesperson solves the famous problem of nding the shortest
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Fig. 5. Emulated WAN s enarios 1{8

path between n ities. By passing the distan e table as a parameter, mediumsized messages are ex hanged.
Fig. 6 shows the speedups a hieved by the four appli ations on four lusters of
16 nodes ea h, with the WAN links between them being emulated a ording to
the nine s enarios des ribed above. For omparison, we also show the speedups
for a single, large luster of 64 nodes. The three work stealing algorithms
des ribed in Se tion 2 are ompared with ea h other. RS sends by far the most
11
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Fig. 6. Speedups of 4 Satin appli ations with 3 load balan ing algorithms and 9
di erent, emulated WAN s enarios

messages a ross the WAN links. The speedups it a hieves are signi antly
smaller, ompared to a single, large luster. This is espe ially the ase in
s enarios in whi h high WAN laten y auses long idle times or in whi h low
bandwidth auses network ongestion. CHS is always the worst-performing
algorithm, even within a single luster, due to omplete lusters being idle
during a work-stealing message roundtrip time.
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CRS always is the best performing algorithm. Due to its limited and asynhronous wide-area ommuni ation, it an tolerate even very irregular WAN
s enarios, resulting in speedups lose to a single, large luster. However, there
are a few ex eptions to the very high speedups a hieved by CRS whi h o ur
whenever the WAN bandwidth be omes too low for the appli ation's requirements. This happens with s enarios 4, 8, and 9. But even in those ases, CRS
still is Satin's best performing work-stealing algorithm.

5

Related Work

Many Grid omputing proje ts fo us on building software infrastru tures that
enable appli ation exe ution in Grid evironments [23{25℄. Our Panda library
an provide the ommuni ation-related runtime system for parallel appli ations that are running on top of su h Grid infrastru tures.
Network simulators like NSE [26℄ or DaSSF [27℄ fo us on pa ket delivery and
network proto ols, rather than the network behavior as it is observed by an appli ation. LAPSE [28℄ simulates parallel appli ations on on gurations with
more than the available number of CPUs; the network behavior simulates
the Intel Paragon ma hines. The Mi roGrid software [29℄ virtualizes the Grid
resour es like memory, CPU, and networks. For the simulation, all relevant
system alls are trapped and mediated through the Mi roGrid s heduler and
the NSE network simulator. This approa h goes further than Panda's network
emulation, but also impa ts the sequential exe ution of the appli ation binaries. Panda's wide-area emulator, however, allows to run unmodi ed binaries
of a parallel appli ation, onne ting them via physi al LANs and emulated
WANs. This network emulation provides a unique environment for experimentation with parallel appli ations on Grid platforms, whi h has led to the
development of our Grid programming environments.
Some proje ts provide Grid-enabled implementations of the message passing
interfa e, MPI. MPI Conne t [30℄ fo uses on interoperability between heterogeneous platforms. The works in [31,32℄ provide Grid-optimized implementations for some of MPI's olle tive operations. Our MagPIe library, however,
provides the most omplete and advan ed set of olle tive operations for Grid
platforms.
Systems like the SuperWeb [33℄, Gateway [34℄, and Bayanihan [35℄ provide
Java- entri environments for Grid omputing platforms. However, eÆ ient
Grid-aware ommuni ation me hanisms for parallel appli ations are not an
issue for these systems. Atlas [16℄ and Javelin 2.0 [36℄ are other Java-based
divide-and- onquer systems for Grid omputing. Their main fo us is on heterogeneity and fault toleran e. Satin's main obje tive is appli ation speed.
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Both MPJ [37℄ and CCJ [38℄ provide MPI-style message passing and olle tive
ommuni ation for Java. Although their set of ommuni ation me hanisms is
ri her than RMI and RepMI, they do not ome with implementations that are
optimized for wide-area Grid platforms. Finally, Hyperion [39℄, Ja kal [40℄, and
Javanaise [41℄ implement shared Java obje ts based on obje t a hing. These
systems do not aim at Grid omputing either. In ontrast, our RepMI me hanism is based on message shipping for whi h we also provide a Grid-aware
implementation.

6

Con lusions

In the Albatross proje t, we study the eÆ ien y of high-performan e appli ations with medium-grained ommuni ation patterns on Grid omputing platforms. The key problem is the low ommuni ation performan e of the widearea networks (WANs) in a Grid, whi h typi ally are orders of magnitude
slower than lo al inter onne ts. In the initial phase of the proje t, we developed several strategies for modifying a parallel appli ation to improve its
runtime eÆ ien y on a Grid. We use these modi ation strategies to build
programming environments for writing high-performan e Grid appli ations.
In this paper, we have des ribed three su h environments, MagPIe, RepMI,
and Satin. A major hallenge in investigating the performan e of Grid appliations is the a tual WAN behavior. Typi al wide-area links are shared among
many appli ations, making runtime measurements irreprodu ible and thus s ienti ally hardly valuable. To allow a realisti performan e evaluation of Grid
programming systems and their appli ations, we have developed the Panda
WAN emulator, a testbed that emulates a Grid on a single, large luster.
The testbed runs the appli ations in parallel but emulates wide-area links by
adding arti ial delays. The laten y and bandwidth of the WAN links an be
spe i ed by the user in a highly exible way. This network emulation provides
a unique environment for experimentation with high-performan e appli ations
on Grid platforms.
We have used the Panda WAN emulator to evaluate the performan e of one of
the three programming environments (Satin) under many di erent WAN s enarios. The emulator allowed us to ompare several load balan ing algorithms
used by Satin under onditions that are realisti for an a tual Grid, but that
are hard to reprodu e on su h a Grid. Our experiments showed that Satin's
CHS algorithm an a tually tolerate a large variety of WAN link performan e
settings, and s hedule parallel divide-and- onquer appli ations su h that they
run almost as fast on multiple lusters as they do on a single, large luster. In the near future, we will also investigate our other Grid programming
environments on a variety of di erent wide-area network s enarios.
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